
1.    ADVANCE PREPARATION

• Gather everyone together.
• Have each person find two small sticks.
• Demonstrate how united sticks are strong and divided sticks are easily broken.
• Discuss how these sticks can represent family and faith.

2.    DEVOTION
 

When troubles knock on our door, we often feel a sense of anxiety and fear. The challenge is how we manage our 
hearts and minds in this time. 

Our anxiety and fear can serve as symptoms of a faith deficiency. Our heart can be divided like grains of sand. The 
Hebrew word for “peace” is shalom, which is also connected to the Hebrew word shalem, which means “whole.” 
When our faith is whole, we find “shalom that surpasses all understandings…” 

Jesus taught about two homes, one built on rock and the other on sand. The grains of sand were always shifting at 
every whim of nature. The house built on the rock (solid, whole and one) faced floods, rains, and winds and remained 
standing. The house, family or person who builds their trust on the shalem rock can face any trial with great shalom.

3.    QUESTIONS
        
Young Children                                                 
Have you ever been afraid of the dark? Does being alone make you afraid? If someone was with you, would you feel 
more at peace?

Older Children    
Try and break the stick bundle. If your faith was like these sticks, what would cause them to not be strong and break?

Students
Combine your sticks and try to break the bundle. Pass a stick back to everyone and now attempt to break them. 
How do these sticks represent your faith in God?

4.    PRAYER
 

Lord, teach me to pray and give thanks to You in everything, with everything. Help my heart and mind lay all 
anxieties before You in exchange for Your perfect peace. Amen.
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FA I T H  TA L K :  S H A LO M 
Do Not Be Anxious - Phillipians 4:6-7
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